Warn Winches feature an automatic load holding brake, a three-stage planetary gearset with a Hawse Fairlead and heavy steel cable. A remote control with built in flashlight and 12' lead is included. A Winch Mounting Kit is required for installation on Ram 2500-3500, Jeep Wrangler Call of Duty, Moab, Rubicon 10th Anniversary and Rubicon X models. Refer to Bumpers, Off Road for part numbers. No separate mounting kit is required when using a Jeep Accessories Winch Bumper. (See Bumpers, Off Road) No mounting kit is available for 07+ Wrangler using the production molded plastic bumper or Mopar Tubular bumper, therefore cannot be installed.

Warn 9.5XP Low Profile 9,500-lb pull, extreme duty water proofing, Hawse Fairlead and 100` of 5/16" steel cable, a remote control with integral flash light & 12-ft lead is included.

Install Time: 1 hrs.